
US $  20.00
CAN $ 39,95
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A touch of taste and style gives the Swan 108 interiors a special flavor and combines typical 
Scandinavian modes and colors with the finest glamour of the Italian style. Misa Poggi, 
who designed the interiors, chose the highest quality materials for the new Swan maxiyacht.
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Seaworthiness, great comfort at 
sea also in very rough conditions, 
gently handling in waves. This is 
the new Swan 108 whose main 
secret is simplicity as she reflects 
the spirit of her designers. Starting 
from German Frers statement: 
«There is no specific change you 
need to make once you go over 
a 100 footer but just continue 
observing the mathematics and 
laws of physics: length changes 
linearly, areas are squared, volume 
is cubed, stability varies to the 
4th exponent». She’s the sum of 
all Nautor Swan’s heritage and 
Leonardo Ferragamo declared 
«I can affirm this is the best 
Swan ever built». 
The Swan 108 is simplicity and 
innovation, starting from the 
advanced cockpit: the owner can 
choose a step in the aft deck area 
or a completely flush deck. Both 

SWAN 
108

solutions mean that the area is 
suitable for sunbathing or just as 
a lounge area to sit and relax. This 
innovative coachroof, designed 
by Micheletti+Partners isn’t only 
matter of style. Functionality is an 
important item too on board the 
Swan 108 (116 foot long, bowspirit 
included). The helm stations 
have been moved forward and 
in a higher position to enhance 
visibility and control of the yacht.
And what about the interiors? 
Let’s listen to Misa Poggi: «Air, 
light, space: these are the three 
pillars I bear in mind while 
designing a Swan. I choose light 
colors to give an idea of breadth 
and dark colors for a more intimate 
atmosphere. Everything should 
give the idea of being immersed in 
a bright space in perfect harmony 
with the outside!». Bluewaters are 
waiting for you, Miss Swan 108. 
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